
DENMARK ISLANDS 

Day 1: ARRIVE COPENHAGEN
Arrival Kastrup Copenhagen Airport and pick up rental car. Drive to your 
hotel. The capital is full of attractions, most of them located within walking 
distance in the city centre. We recommend a visit to the Tivoli Gardens 
(only seasonal openings, to be advised upon request) the Amalienborg 
Palace, the Christiansborg Palace (Danish Parliament), the Gefion 
Fountain, the old harbour ‘Nyhavn’, the Little Mermaid, the Round Tower, 
the museum of Carlsberg or one of the many other museums of art, 
culture, history and design. Also remember time to enjoy the pedestrian 
shopping streets of Strøget and surroundings.
Accommodation at 3 star+ class hotel in Copenhagen, 
centrally located 

Day 2: COPENHAGEN - ODENSE
Breakfast at the hotel. Departure from Copenhagen westward through 
farming countryside and small villages, some of which were founded by 
Vikings more than a thousand years ago. Upon arrival in Roskilde - until 
1417, the capital of Denmark – we recommend a visit to the Viking Ship 
Museum, containing the remains of 5 Viking vessels which have been 
salvaged from the bed of Roskilde Fjord, where they were sunk more 
than a thousand years ago to prevent aggressive intruders gaining access 
to the town from the sea. After visiting the museum, a short drive to the 
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Town Square, to visit the twin-spired Roskilde Cathedral. The construction 
of the cathedral was commenced during the 12th Century and additions 
have been made through the ages, in different architectural styles. The 
cathedral is the traditional burial place of Danish monarchs and contains 
more than 40 royal graves. Continue from Roskilde to Halskov from 
where you will drive over one of the world’s largest suspension bridges 
constructed off-shore and arrive on the island of Funen. Continue to 
Odense, Denmark’s third largest city and Hans Christian Andersen’s 
home town.
Accommodation at 3 star+ class hotel in Odense, centrally located

Day 3: ODENSE – SVENDBORG - ÆRØ 
Breakfast at the hotel and drive south to Kværndrup and Egeskov Castle 
(entrance incl.), which is the best preserved water fortress in the world, 
with its rounded towers, double gables, red brick walls, green torrents 
and spire. The castle was built on a foundation of oak piles rammed into 
a bed of a lake more than 450 years ago. Today it is a family owned castle 
which has belonged to the family Ahlefeldt-Laurvig-Bille since 1784. 
Visit the Great Hall which dates back to 1554 and contains furniture and 
paintings as well as seven adjoining rooms. Enjoy the 40 acres park with 
hundreds of aromatic plants and herbs and visit the old-timers Museum. 
Continue to Svendborg to take the ferry to the island of Ærø (Aeroe).
Accommodation at 3 star+ class hotel at Ærø, centrally located

Day 4: ÆRØ
Breakfast at the hotel and day free to enjoy the island. We can recommend 
bike rental, the various interesting museums, many of them centered 
around the maritime past of the island, or simply the idyllic charm of a 
small community still full of life.  
Accommodation at 3 star+ class hotel at Ærø, centrally located 

Day 5: ÆRØ - COPENHAGEN
Breakfast at the hotel and ferry back to Svenborg. From Svendborg to 
Knudshoved to cross the bridge back to Zealand and Copenhagen. Drive 
to the airport to drop off rental car.

END OF SERVICE  

Tour includes: 
 •  4 nights’ accommodation including breakfast at 3*/4* hotels
 • Return bridge toll Great Belt Bridge
 • Return ferry crossing for car and passengers 
  Svendborg – Aeroe - Svendborg
 • Car rental class, 5 days (120 hours) airport /airport Copenhagen **

** The minimum age to rent a vehicle is 25 years and drivers must have held a driving licence for at least 12 months prior 
to hiring the car. The price includes unlimited mileage, Collision Damage Waiver, Theft protection and tax. Petrol, GPS and 
other surcharges are not included. Payment by voucher, but the client must guarantee with own credit card when picking 
up car. NB! There will be a fee for pick up of the car at the airport and drop off at the city centre, or v.v.

Please note that Creact Event & Travel will not accept charges due to clients’ violation of local traffic regulations during the 
rental period (i.e. parking or speeding tickets). All charges of this kind, incl. possible charges received within 180 days after the 
conclusion of the rental period and solving of final invoice, will be forwarded to the booking agent.
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